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Production Interfaces 
 

Be connected 
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Automate your business 

processes and connect 

existing systems with ease 

Traditionally, weighing software has been considered a stand-alone 

system that may not provide any additional value to manufacturing 

plants that already have manual procedures in place for post-weighing 

phases of production.  

However, the level of human error at a batch manufacturing plant will 

typically increase as the scale of manufacturing increases, as will the time 

and cost required to reconcile such errors. 

This is where our 3WS solution can help to realise new levels of 

efficiency, visibility, and security. 

At Wayahead, we understand the need to manufacture products faster, easier, 

and more affordably. In the highly regulated, capital-intensive pharma industry, 

the need for progress has never been greater and implementing new and 

innovative technologies is fast becoming the norm as industry moves forward.  

Automating a lean production floor is key to not only surviving but thriving in 

this manufacturing industry. 

Filling the gap 

Our 3WS solution sits right at the heart of production to manage and guarantee procedures and operator activities throughout the manufacturing cycle. 

Being a comprehensive weighing system is just one aspect of our software. 3WS has powerful interfacing capabilities to give manufacturers greater control over their 

production activities. The power of 3WS expands when integrated across other systems and manufacturing activities, to improve process and quality control.  

3WS plays the bonding role between these systems, filling the gap on the production floor with regards to integrity checking, recording of important activities, 

validation testing and generation of an approved regulatory audit trail. 

By interfacing seamlessly with ERP, PLC and other systems, 3WS is positioned to give you greater control of the manufacturing process, while reducing errors and 

labour costs, to significantly improve productivity and product quality. 
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All in the one place 

Simple, safe, and integrated 

3WS provides a “right first time” operation, greatly reducing the possibility of potential 

human errors and the likelihood of product mix ups between batches. 

By introducing validated interactions with other systems, manufacturers can look to 

create more intelligent manufacturing processes with automated procedures, results, 

workflow tracking, management alerts, issue logging and operational dashboards. 

And it’s all in the one place; integrated, safe, quality assured and ready for your next 

audit. Simply put, you can collect and transfer data with any equipment on the 

production floor that is connected to 3WS. 

3WS speeds up manufacturing procedures, as barcode scans 

replace visual confirmations. 3WS also eliminates handwritten 

records and labels. 

Equipment confirmations and In-Process Control (IPC) test results 

are also automatically recorded by 3WS, eliminating other 

handwritten sections of final product history. 

Have you got stand-alone pieces of equipment? 

Start small 

We understand a lot of manufacturers may have stand-alone equipment and processes. 

Fear not, 3WS has a flexible approach to communicating with PLC systems and we can 

stage communication, one piece of equipment, or process, at a time. 

3WS can scale up from one initial piece of equipment or one plant room to a holistic 

production floor control system, allowing you to control each piece of equipment from a 

single validated source. The more communication with other systems, the greater 

control and flexibility you have for a complete audit trail and final Electronic Batch 

Record (EBR) managed by 3WS. 

3WS can manage all types of equipment, from 

sieves, machines, containers, even rooms.  

We manage equipment cleaning and the issue of 

equipment to an order. Within a campaign across 

multiple orders, we can re-issue empty containers.  
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Traceability 

3WS allows you to document automatic material movements with detailed 

traceability and quality records, preventing costly rework or recall situations. It 

includes a sophisticated audit trail of all data transfer and operator actions, 

compliant with Data Management and Data Integrity (DMDI) guidelines.  

3WS automatically generates a detailed historical report on material use and 

all activities recorded against a completed order of a product.  

This history includes data such as date, time, operator, location of approvals, 

picking, assembly, weighing, bag counting, mixing, blending, tablet 

management or liquid filling, packaging, through to a final product. Across 

many operational procedures, this means the regulatory double-check by 

operators is not required, as 3WS becomes the second checker. 

 

 

Example PLC Integration 

3WS connects with PLC systems at many of our sites. Below is just one example 

of how 3WS ensures the tipping of materials is completed for the correct order 

and in accordance with QA procedures. 

The details: 

The site has 10 mixing vessels with 24/7 tipping from 3WS orders. 

Each order is split into two groups of materials. After the first group has been 

dispensed using 3WS, the site begins tipping these materials into a large 1200 

litre vessel. Using Wayahead’s MFG module, prior to tipping, 3WS connects 

with their PLC SCADA system. 3WS checks if the PLC is using the same order 

before allowing progress to continue, with automated error messages if the 

PLC is set up for a different order. 

The QA department then complete In-Process Control (IPC) product testing of 

the tipped materials in the mixing vessel. During the tipping process, after a 

nominated material is reached, 3WS prevents the operator from dispensing 

the outstanding second group of materials until local QA complete their 

product testing.  

QA can make adjustments to the materials in the order if required. When QA 

has provided approval, the dispensing and tipping of the second group of 

materials can continue.  

The results: 

3WS records all activities and any adjustments which are available on reports, 

eliminating paper records. 3WS eliminates the human error associated with 

mix management while handling traceability transactions automatically, so you 

have confidence in the quality of the batch. 
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  Example IPC Testing Integration 

In-Process Control (IPC) testing is a vital part of the manufacturing process, but it can also be a timely process. 

Connecting 3WS with testing devices to receive results in real-time guarantees QA status and allows products to be 

made faster.  

The details: 

Usually, a site requires the QC department to approve each set of test results before the work-in-progress (WIP) 

product can move to the next phase of manufacturing, such as approving compressed un-coated tablets before 

they are released to the tablet coating phase. 

With 3WS managing data between the testing device, such as an Erweka, the test results are automatically 

transferred into 3WS, where QC can review and release each set of test results via an eSignature. Once approved, 

3WS will release the uncoated tablets to the next phase – tablet coating. 

The results: 

Interfacing with IPC testing equipment results in significantly improved production times, as operators receive 

feedback in real-time, with an extra level of approval testing for customised testing limits or range checking, plus 

optional eSignature of approvals inside 3WS. 

 

Build on a solid foundation 

Wayahead is here to help improve speed, automation and control at every level on the production floor. We appreciate that uncertainty about the 

implementation process is often a key barrier for our partners when they are considering a new approach on the production line, and we understand 

that every business is different and may have unique, complicated procedures.  

At Wayahead, every new relationship begins with an in-depth assessment of your current setup and a detailed discussion about your vision for the 

future. We can assess your equipment and procedures to provide guidance on your next practical steps.  

Our 3WS solution can be customised to meet the needs of virtually any business and we look forward to working with you. 
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Contact 

L5, 58 Pitt St 

Sydney NSW 2000 

Australia 

+61 2 8590 5566 

info@wayaheadsystems.com 

wayaheadsystems.com 

https://www.wayaheadsystems.com/

